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Abstract 
We consider the class of descent algorithms for unconstrained optimization with an Armijo-type stepsize rule in the 
case when the gradient of the objective function is computed inexactly. An important novel feature in our theoretical 
analysis is that perturbations associated with the gradient are not assumed to be relatively small or to tend to zero 
in the limit (as a practical matter, we expect them to be reasonably small, so that a meaningful approximate solution 
can be obtained). This feature makes our analysis applicable to various difficult problems encounted in practice. We 
propose a modified Armijo-type rule for computing the stepsize which guarantees that the algorithm obtains a reasonable 
approximate solution. Furthermore, if perturbations are small relative to the size of the gradient, then our algorithm retains 
all the standard convergence properties of descent methods. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider the unconstrained optimization problem 
where f : ZF? -+ 92 is a differentiable function with a HGlder continuous gradient, that is 
II Of(x) - ?f(v)ll 41x - Yll” b Y E 97 
with some L>O and cc~(O, l] ( we will use the notation f(.) E CjTx(9T)). 
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Starting with a current iterate xi, descent algorithms [ 10, 191 update the variables according to 
the formula 
X i+l =xi + Yidi, (1.2) 
where, in the noise-free case, d’ = -Hi Vf(x’) with Hi being a symmetric positive-definite YE x n 
matrix. Different choices of Hi give rise to various quasi-Newton and variable metric methods. One 
of the most popular and practical ways to compute the stepsize r/i is the Armijo rule [2]: vi := ykl, 
where y E (0,l) and kj is the smallest nonnegative integer k such that 
f(xi) - f(xi + ykdi) > - oyk ( vj-(xi), d’), (1.3) 
with c~ E (0,l) being a parameter. Convergence properties of descent methods can be found in [3, 
9, 7, 111. 
In this paper, we consider the practically important case when the gradient of the objective function 
is computed or supplied with some error. In that case, 
d’ = Hj( - Vf(X’) + 6(x’)), (1.4) 
where the function 6 : P + !I? represents perturbations associated with the gradient at a given point. 
Note that in that case, the right-hand-side of (1.3) is not computable (because the value of V’f(x’) 
is not available), so the stepsize rule will need to be modified (see (2.4)). In the optimization 
literature, when data perturbations are considered it is typically assumed (directly or indirectly) that 
6(x’) --t 0 (e.g., see [S,, 11). For example, the following conditions are common: Cr, 1/6(x’)II <cc 
or 116(x’)/] <c]]x’+’ - x’ 11 with constant c being sufficiently small. Similar “tolerance” requirements 
are common for many iterative methods that involve solving difficult subproblems, e.g. [ 16, 14, 12, 
22, 81. 
We emphasize that we do not assume that perturbations tend to zero. This appears to be the only 
realistic setting for “difficult” problems in which computing the gradient involves solving a complex 
subproblem or the problem data is corrupted. In that case, computing the gradients exactly is often 
impractical or even impossible. One example is the dual ascent method. Consider the constrained 
optimization problem 
min{f(x) I h(x) = 01, 
where f : ZJP + 9? is convex and h : P + W is affine. The classical Lagrangian function [3] for this 
problem is given by 
L(x, u) := f(x) + (% h(x)), 
where u E ZIP are the Lagrange multipliers. Then the dual functional D : P + ZR U {-co} is defined 
by 
and the dual problem is 
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Let 
X(U) := argXFmL(x, u). 
The dual functional D(.) is concave, and, if f(.) is strictly convex and differentiable, then D(.) is 
also differentiable and its gradient at a point u E ?I?’ is given by 
VD(U) = h(x(u)). 
Then the dual ascent method (a method for maximizing the dual functional) has the form: having 
ui, compute 
u ‘+’ = Ui + ~ih(X(k!‘)), Y/j > 0. 
For some problems, computing x(u’) exactly (or even very accurately) at every iteration i can be 
cost prohibitive. In that case, approximate computation of x(u’) gives rise to a perturbed dual ascent 
algorithm. 
In general, under the conditions of this paper one cannot expect the iterates to converge to an 
exact solution (stationary point) of (1 .l ). However, we are able to guarantee convergence to a 
certain approximate solution (see Theorem 2.1). The following notion will play a central role in 
the subsequent analysis. For a nonnegative upper semicontinuous function E : 9? + !J?+, we define an 
s-stationary set for problem ( 1.1) as 
S(E) := {x E P 1 11 Vf(x)ll <E(X)}. (1.5) 
Note that the function E( .) can be a constant. In particular, S(0) = {x E P / I] Of(x)11 = 0} =: S is 
the set of stationary points of (1 .l ). Our algorithm is guaranteed to find a point in the set S(E), 
where E(.) depends on the perturbation function 6(.). 
Analysis of methods with perturbations is an important subject in the field of numerical algorithms 
[6]. We now cite some related work. Incremental gradient-type methods for least-norm minimization 
and neural network training are related to perturbed algorithms in the form (1.2), (1.4) due to 
their incremental feature, even in the noise-free case (see [21, Section 3.41). These methods have 
been recently analyzed in [ 18, 15, 171 with the stepsize rule Cr, yi = co, Cz, $ < 00, which is 
typical (and, in a sense, inevitable [ 13, Section 21) for incremental methods. This stepsize rule 
implies, among other things, that {xi+’ -xi} -+ 0; the latter condition need not hold in the setting of 
this paper, so it is clear that situation here is fundamentally different. Incremental algorithms with 
stepsizes bounded away from zero are considered in [20]. Other recent work on this class of methods 
can be found in [5, 4, 241. Gradient-type methods in the presence of noise and the stepsize rule 
C~f)Yi=~, Vi+0 were studied in [23] in the general (nonsmooth and nonconvex) case. Finally, a 
fairly broad feasible descent framework in the presence of bounded perturbations was proposed and 
studied in [21]. However, in [2 l] the problems of the stepsize choice and stopping conditions were 
not studied. Furthermore, only functions in C~~‘(!J?) were considered and it was assumed from the 
outset that the sequence of iterates is bounded. In the present paper, no such assumption is needed 
and we present a constructive and readily implementable rule to compute the stepsize. Furthermore, 
a more general class of functions in CLYr(?J?) is considered. 
We now briefly describe our notation. The usual inner product of two vectors x E P, y E P is 
denoted by (x, JJ). The Euclidean 2-norm of x E R” is given by llxl12 = (x,x). For a differentiable 
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function f : Y?” + $2, Of(x) will denote the n-dimensional vector of partial derivatives with respect 
to x. The nonnegative real line is denoted by 8,. By [tl we mean the smallest integer which is 
greater or equal to t E 8,. 
2. The algorithm and its properties 
We are now ready to state our algorithm. 
Algorithm 2.1. Choose x0 E V, y E (0, l), ,u” > pL/ > 0 and /I E (0, pr). Let c := ppu(pu + pLI - b)-’ 
and choose c~ E (0, c). 
Having xi, choose a symmetric matrix Hi such that 
d’ = Hi( - Vf(X’) + 6(X’)) 
and 
X i+l =xi + Ilid’, 
where q = ykl with ki being the smallest nonnegative integer k satisfying 
L i a I 
(1 + a)(c - 0) lld II - )1 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
and 
f(x’) - f(x’ + ykd’)3~~kIldil12. 
If no k satisfying (2.3) and (2.4) exists, then stop. 
(2.4) 
Observe that if CC = 1, then K, = K for all i. Note that in the above algorithm neither of the standard 
stopping criteria, such as l[Of (xi))1 GE, or [[xi+’ - ~‘11 <z2, can be used. First of all, it is not clear 
how to choose the tolerances sl and E* (note that we do not assume an a priori knowledge of 6(.)). 
Furthermore, the object Of (xi) is not available. It turns out that our stepsize rule (2.3), (2.4) is set 
up in such a way that the algorithm terminates when no progress in the reduction of the objective 
function is possible. In particular, the algorithm is based on the following considerations. While the 
iterates are in the “good” region where perturbations are small relative to the size of the gradient, 
i.e. 
II VfW>ll a ~llWj)il 
with p, ,u, and ,LQ being user-chosen parameters (see Algorithm 2.1), a progress in the reduction of 
the objective function is possible. Moreover, parameters of the method are set in such a way that a 
sujjficient decrease (2.4) is guaranteed to be achieved in at most Ki number of linesearch tries, where 
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Ki is a computable number. If no progress has been made in Ki linesearch iterations, it follows that 
the current iterate is outside of the “good” region, i.e. 
In that case, it is reasonable to stop and accept the current iterate as an approximate solution to the 
problem (see Remark 2.3). 
A few comments are in order about the choice of parameters in Algorithm 2.1. Parameters y, ,uU, ,LL/ 
and u are standard for the class descent methods with linesearch. Their choices have been studied 
extensively. See, for example, [9] and references therein. The only new parameter is p. It is clear 
that it should be chosen so that the constant ~J(P~ - /?) is not too large (see the last inequality 
above). This consideration should also be kept in mind when choosing ,u~ and pr. 
Finally, we remark that even though we do not assume a priori knowledge of 6(.), or even an 
upper bound for it, this bound is usually available. Moreover, it is clear that it has to be reasonably 
small in order for the algorithm to have any chance of obtaining a meaningful approximate solution. 
However, our theoretical results still hold as stated regardless of the behaviour of 6(.). 
Theorem 2.2. Let f(.) E C13”(P) and {xi} be a sequence generated by Algorithm 2.1. If this 
sequence terminates with some xi then x’ E S(E), where E = ,uU(pr - p)-’ 1/6(x’)II. 
Suppose an injinite sequence is generated. Then either f (.) is unbounded from below on ?J?’ 
or the sequence {f (xi)} converges and, $2 is an accumulation point of the sequence {xi}, then 
X E S(E), where E := lim supi_oo IIS(xi 
Moreover, if 11 Of (xi)11 > ,u,(pu/ --/?-I 1/6(x’)II for all i, then {Of (xi)} + 0 and every accumulation 
point X of the sequence {xi} is stationary for (1.1 ), that is Of(X) = 0. 
Proof. For any 8 E [0, l] we have 
f(xi + gd) - f(x’) = /‘(Vf(xi + td’),d’)dt 
Jo 
= o(vf(xi),8)+/0(Vf(xi+tdi)- Vf(x’),d’)dt 
0 
< e(Vf(x’),d’) +L 
s 
0 
o talldilll+a dt 
= 8 (Vf(x’),d’) + 
( 
gpllL+x) > 
where the inequality follows from the Holder continuity of Of (.) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequal- 
ity. Hence, by (2.1) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
f (xi) - f(xi + 0d’) > 8 (Vf(X’),IIiVf (Xi)) - (Of (X’)yHiG(X’)) - +$\dijjl+‘) 
Prll Vf W)l12 - Pull Vf W)II llw)II - g Ild’lll-“) . (2.5) 
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following set which is useful for our analysis: 
C XEF I llrlcx~ll~~ll”~~~ll}. 
Suppose first that xi E G(,LL~, ,u[, j3). Then 
llw)ll G Gil Wx’>ll. 
Hence, from (2.5), we have 
Furthermore, by the triangle inequality 
lIdill G llHill(ll vf(xi)ll + l16(xi)ll) 
d (Pll + P1/ - P)II w-cm 
By (2.7) and (2.8), 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
and (2.6), we obtain 
(2.8) 
f-(x’) - f(xi + edi) 2 8 (~ 
u 
+ ,4 _ p ) 2  lld’l12 - g$lI’-“) 
=e c- ( g-py-1) lldil12. 
The last relation implies that (2.4) is satisfied whenever 
c - $+‘-’ 30 
or 
ka 2 lob ( 
L 
(1 + a)(c _ o) lld’j/“‘) 
Hence (2.4) is certainly satisfied for 
i 1 1 
Id II - )I =I Kie 
From the preceding analysis it follows that if the algorithm terminates with some xi (that is (2.3) 
and (2.4) cannot be satisfied) then it must be the case that xi # G(p,,pt,P). Then we have 
II w- (xi>ll < $$w~ll 
and the first assertion is established. 
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Suppose the algorithm does not terminate and an infinite sequence is generated. By condition 
(2.3), it follows that for all i, 
Then, by (2.4), 
f(xi) - f(x”’ ) 2 (1 + a)o(c - 0) ,,d’,,(l+*),” >,()* L 
Hence, the sequence {f(~‘)} is nonincreasing. It follows that either it is unbounded below or it con- 
verges. In the latter case, it follows that {f(x’) - f(x’+’ )} + 0 and hence also {d’} -+ 0. Since a” = 
Hi(- V’(x’) + 5(x’)) + 0 and Hi are (uniformly) nonsingular, it follows that (- V’(x”) + 6(x’)) -+ 0. 
Hence for every accumulation point X of the sequence {xi}, we have 11 Of(X)11 < lim SUP~+~ 
Il~(x’)ll. 
Finally, suppose that xi E G&, pr, /I) for all i. Then, by the triangle inequality and (2.6), we have 
Ild’ll B IIfiV-(x’)Il - II&%‘)II 
2 PTII WX’N - Pullw)II 
3 fill WX’N. 
Therefore, the fact that {d’} --+ 0 implies that { Of(x’)} -+ 0. Then, by continuity of Of(.), it follows 
that Of(X) = 0 for every accumulation point II: of the sequence {xi}. 0 
Remark 2.3. We point out that convergence properties of perturbed descent algorithms under the 
given assumptions cannot be significantly improved. That is, for a given function f(.) and a given 
point xi E !I? there exists a perturbation function a(.) such that the iterates cannot leave the set S(E) 
with E := ~~6(x’)~~. F or example, we could take 6(x’) := Vj-(x’), in which case d’ = 0 and no progress 
can be made with respect to xi E S(E). 
We next consider a specific model of perturbations which often arises in computation. In particular, 
let the following relation hold: 
IP( ba + bll vf(X)ll~ (2.9) 
where 0 <b < 1 and a is a (small) positive number. For simplicity, we will only consider the steepest 
descent method which corresponds to the choice of rrl, =I for all i. In what follows, we show how 
parameters of the line search have to be chosen in that case. 
Algorithm 2.4. Choose x0 E ZP, y E (0,l) and /3 E (O,q), where cl := (1 - b)( 1 + b)-2. Choose 
fJ E (0, P). 
Having xi, compute 
d’ = - Vf(x’) + 6(x’) (2.10) 
X i+l =xi + viji, (2.11) 
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where ni = y” with ki being the smallest nonnegative integer k satisfying 
k < Ki I= 
L i cx 1 
(1 + ~>(P - 0) 
Ild II - )1 (2.12) 
and 
f(xi) - f(xi + ykdi) 2 oyk Ild’11*. 
If no k satisfying (2.12) and (2.13) exists, then stop. 
(2.13) 
As we shall see, in that case the “good” region where it is possible to guarantee the reduction of 
the objective function is different than before and is defined by a quadratic inequality. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose (2.9) is satis$ed and let f (.) E Cl,“(P) and {xi} be a sequence generated by 
Algorithm 2.4. If this sequence terminates with some xi then xi E S(E), where E := (a + cg)( 1 + b)-‘. 
Suppose an injinite sequence is generated. Then either f (.) is unbounded from below on P’ 
or the sequence {f (xi)} converges and, $2 is an accumulation point of the sequence {xi}, then 
X E S(E), where E := lim SU~~_~ II6(x’)ll. 
Proof. From (2.5) and (2.9) we obtain 
f(x)- f(x’+Od’)>Q 
( 
(1 -b)llVf(x’)~~*-allVf(x’)II - &lldill’+‘) . 
Furthermore, 
Ild’ll G II of (xi>11 + II@‘)11 
< a + (1 + b>ll Of (xi)11 
and 
Ild’ll B IP?f(x’)ll - Il~(xi>ll 
2 (1 - b>ll Of (xi)11 - a. 
Now (2.15)-(2.16), together with (2.14), gives 
f(xi)- f(x’+Bd’)>O (1 -b) ( 
Let 
c2 := 3a(l + b2)(1 + b)-2(1 - b)-‘, 
c3 := 4a2b( 1 + b)-2( 1 - b)-‘. 
With those definitions (and that of cl ), the last inequality above becomes 
f (xi) - f (xi + Bd’) 3 e cl lld’l1* - c,lld’ll - c3 - &l[dil”‘) . 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
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Define 
Gfi := 1~ 6 !I? I c, ll4x>ll’ - c2114x>ll - ~3 >Pll4x>ll’}. 
Suppose first that xi E GP. Then, from (2.17), 
f(xi)-f(xi+e&)>e p- ( g lid’ll’-1) lld’l12. 
Therefore, for xi E GP, the rule (2.13) is satisfied for some kdKi, where Ki is defined by (2.12). It 
follows that if the algorithm terminates with some xi, it must be the case that xi $ GD, that is 
(Cl - B>l14x>l12 - C2Il4X>II - c3 <a 
Resolving the quadratic inequality implies that 
ll4x’)ll <co, 
where 
CO := (c2 + (c,’ + 4(ci - p)c3)“‘)(2(ci - b))-‘. 
Finally, we obtain 
co 2 llW)ll 
2 (1 + b)Jl ?f(x’>ll - a. 
Hence, 
II Vf(x’)ll <(a + co)(l + W’ 
and the first assertion is established. 
The rest of the proof follows the pattern of Theorem 2.2. 0 
In the convex case, we can further give an estimate on how close {f(xi)} approached the optimal 
value of (1.1). In particular, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose x E S(E). Let f (.) be convex and d@erentiable. Then there exists an x* E S 
such that 
f(x) - _m”>~~(XW --*Il. 
If f (.) is strongly convex with modulus p > 0 then 
j-(x) - f(X*)+ 
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Proof. Let x E S(E) and x* be the orthogonal projection of x onto S. By convexity of f(.), we have 
f(x) - Rx”) G (- YOx>,x* - x) 
G Il~f(~)IIlI~ --*II 
< c(x>l]x -x*11. 
For the second assertion, just note that [ 19, p. 241 for any x E P 
wf-(x) - a* >> G II W~>l12. 
The proof is complete. 0 
3. Concluding remarks 
We have presented descent methods with an Armijo-type stepsize rule for problems with nonvan- 
ishing (i.e. not tending to zero) perturbations. The algorithm is guaranteed to find a good approximate 
solution and is equipped with a termination criterion to detect when no further progress is possible. 
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